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“Reconciliation CAN ONLY HAPPEN WHEN A BASE of 
equality and solidarity is created through the 

mutual  acknowledgment of OUr true nature.“

New year

During the Global Campus 2013 at OTEPIC, Kenya

DIETER DUHM



“Once you have seen the misery of the 
world with MY eyes, you will no longer 
wait. You will act wherever you can.“

Along the separation wall, in Israel-Palestine during the Grace pilgrimage in 2007
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Sabine Lichtenfels
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1 Billion Women 
Rising  
‘V-Day’ 
Lovers Day

Anniversary of 
the 2005 Massacre 
Mulatos, 
Colombia



Tamera, 2007

Tamera Water Retention Landscape, 2013
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“Food, water and energy are freely available 
for all of humanity if we follow 

the logic of nature and not the laws of capital.”
DIETER DUHM
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Foundation of the 
Peace Community
of San José de 
Apartado

World Water Day
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“A united people, connected through friendship and 
the sharing of knowledge, in possession of healthy and 
decentralized conditions of production, unified by a 

heart-anchored universal ethic – will never be defeated.“                
Leila Dregger
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Global Campus networking visit in October 2013: Oak trees at risk to be cut for development and exploitation of mineral resources, Boa Fé, Portugal

Earth Day Carnation Revolution
Freedom Day in 
Portugal



“The thinking of the future 
must make war impossible.“

Albert Einstein
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     Session of the National Farmer University in Mulatos, forming model of a Peace Village in San José de Apartadó, Colombia 2013
                      This University of Resistence was founded by Eduar Lanchero, visionary of the Peace Community of San José de Apartadó in Colombia in 2004
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Beltane

Day of liberation 
from fascism



In loving memory of Paulo MelletT, 
beloved co-worker, collaborator 
and friend of the Global Campus. 
A global networker, activist and 

teacher, through his work with Lush 
Cosmetics UK he birthed a new model 
of sustainable financial support for 
grassroots projects and an amazing 

network of change makers. When 
we were with him, we were inspired 
by his big heart, enthusiastic energy, 
and insatiable curiosity. In the name 

of the Global Community, we give 
thanks for this man and his beauti-
ful life. May we continue to water 

the many seeds Paulo planted.

© Simon Constantine

“One basic condition, which kept us alive, was not to 
play the game of fear. We made our choice. 
We chose life. Life corrects us and guides us.“

Eduar Lanchero
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Summer Solstice

Death of Paulo 
Mellett, 2014

Death of Eduar 
Lanchero, 2012

visionnary and accompanier of the peace community of San José de Apartado, Colombia



Positive demonstration during a pilgrimage in Lisbon, 2012 - “United for a New Culture“ -

“It is no longer about fighting the existing systems, 
which will break down by themselves. It is much 

more about knowing the new directions and 
creating planetary base stations for them.“

DIETER DUHM
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“Be the change you want to see in the world.“ 
Mahatma GandHi
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Jairo Usuga from the Peace Community of San José de Apartadó, Colombia, speaking in a Global Campus gathering in Tamera, Portugal, 2008

Start of the 
International 
Summer University, 
Tamera

End of the 
International 
Summer University, 
Tamera

Global Peace 
meditation
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“you can judge whether the thoughts you are 
thinking and the things you are doing are right 

for you: Have they brought you inner peace?“
Peace Pilgrim
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Grace pilgrimage in Israel-Palestine, 2007

International Day of 
Peace

Fall Equinox



“May a globalwide peace, which is stronger 
than all violence, emerge from the coherence 

of ALL PEACE movements.“
DIETER DUHM
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Spider web in Tamera, Portugal
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International Day of 
Non-Violence

 Samhain Halloween



Sabine Lichtenfels in a dialogue with an army officer to ensure the security and integrity of the Peace Community of San José de Apartadó, Colombia, 2010

“GRACE says: I am willing to end war and to 
understand by which means this can be done and I am 

willing to put myself in the service of this solution.”
Sabine Lichtenfels
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All Saints Day - Dia 
De Los Muertos

Global Grace Day

 World Peace Day



Study group of the Global Campus team with Bolivian partners and Poesia Samba Soul in Jardim Ângela, Sao Paulo, Brazil in November 2013

“There is the world that we create, and there is the world 
that has created us. These two worlds must come together.

That is the goal of our journey.”
DIETER DUHM
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If you want to know more...

The peace village San José de Apartadó lies in Urabá, 
Colombia. The land is fertile, agriculturally valuable and 
rich in mineral resources, which makes this area attractive 
to global-economic interests. Since the beginning, 200 
members of their farming community (including children) 
have been murdered by soldiers, paramilitaries and 
guerrillas. The peace village has become a role model 
for other peace initiatives through its determination 
and courage to refuse to comply with violence.

www.cdpsanjose.org

‘Favela da Paz’ (“peace slum”), led by Claudio Miranda, 
is a project located in Jardim Ângela, one of the slums of 
São Paulo, Brazil. The successful band ‘Poesia Samba 
Soul’ created a whole cultural and educational project 
which offers hundreds of young people the possibility to 
get to know a life perspective beyond drugs and violence. 
They develop more comprehensive solutions such as 
urban permaculture and renewable energy solutions. 

www.poesiasambasoul.com.br
faveladapaz.wordpress.com

Tamera is a Center for Peace Research in southern 
Portugal created in 1995 by Dieter Duhm, Sabine 
Lichtenfels and others. The project aims to become a self-
sufficient, sustainable and replicable model for nonviolent 
cooperation and cohabitation between humans, animals, 
nature and Creation – for a future of peace for all. 

www.tamera.org

The Global Campus is a worldwide education platform for a future without war and for the development of appropriate models. The base camp for the Global 
Campus is Tamera Peace Research Center in Portugal. Those involved are projects and people who have decided to collaborate on a global level. They see 
the need for global peace models and are committed to realizing them. The development of peace models under various regional conditions is taught and re-
searched. The Global Campus is developing a network of autonomous centers that follow a common ethical, social and environmental code. At the core of the 
global healing work is a new alliance of humans with all co-creatures. For peace to be achieved on the outside, it is crucial that it arises on the inside among 
human beings. The project orientates itself both in theory and practice along the following guidelines: 
• Realignment of the human world with the higher-order world of life and Creation 
• Non-violent cooperation with all co-creatures. No violence against animals, not even against rats and snakes 
• Healing of water through the development of “Water Retention Landscapes” 
• On this basis development of permaculture and self-sufficient food supply 
• Withdrawal from the oil industry. Development of autonomous energy systems 
• Establishing decentralized subsistence economies 
• Establishing functioning communities 
• Ethic of truth, mutual support and responsible participation 
• Ending of the war between the sexes and all sexual humiliation 
• Truth in love. No deceit in partnerships 
• No revenge. Grace instead of retribution 
These are guidelines for the coming world society with its new universities and new settlements. With them a new planetary order will come into existence, in 
which all creatures of our planet will be connected with each other – because this order is in accordance with the world order, which we call the “Sacred Matrix”.
Since its beginning in 2006 this network of model centers has continuously grown and deepened. The Global Campus has taken a variety of forms including 
Grace Pilgrimages, led by Sabine Lichtenfels, in Israel-Palestine, Colombia and Portugal, and educational gatherings in Tamera and in the peace community San José de Apartadó. 

OTEPIC, a grass-roots community organized 
peace project in Kitale, Kenya, has developed two 
‘community centers’ with demonstration gardens 
and integrated alternative technology. It is now in the 
process of creating a vision for a new land-based 
community, a regional model for sustainable living 
and an education center for Kenya and beyond.

www.otepic.org

The vision of the Peace Research Village in the Middle 
East (PRV-ME) is to develop a model of living together 
that acts as a research tool for the study of peace. One 
of their main partners is the Holy Land Trust.Through 
a commitment to the principles of nonviolence, Holy 
Land Trust seeks to develop spiritual, pragmatic, and 
strategic approaches for a true reconciliation and Peace.

www.prvme.org 
www.holylandtrust.org

Tradução das mensagens do calendário:
Janeiro: “A reconciliação pode apenas acontecer quando uma base de igualdade e solidariedade for criada através do reconhecimento mutuo da nossa verdadeira natureza.“
Fevereiro: “Assim que vires a miséria do mundo através dos MEUS olhos, não irás esperar mais. Irás agir onde quer que possas.“
Março: “Água, alimento e energia estarão gratuitamente disponíveis a toda a humanidade assim que seguirmos a lógica da natureza e abandonarmos as leis do capital.”
Abril: “Um povo unido, ligado pela amizade e pela partilha de conhecimento, em posse de condições de produção saudáveis e descentralizadas, unido por uma ética universal 
ancorada no coração – jamais será vencido.“
Maio: “O pensar do futuro tem de tornar a guerra impossível.“
Junho: “Uma condição fundamental, que nos manteve vivos, foi não jogar o jogo do medo. Fizemos a nossa escolha. Escolhemos a vida. A vida guia-nos e corrige-nos.“
Julho: “Já não se trata de lutar contra os sistemas existentes, estes irão desmoronar-se por si próprios. Trata-se muito mais de conhecer novas direcções e de construir 
estacões-base planetárias para elas.“
Agosto: “Sê a mudança que queres ver no mundo.“ 
Setembro: “Podes descobrir se os pensamentos que pensas e as acções que levas a cabo são certas para ti: trouxeram-te paz interior?.“
Outubro: “Que uma globalização de paz, mais forte que toda a violência, possa emergir através da coerência mental e espiritual de todos os movimentos de paz.“ 
Novembro: “GRACE diz: estou disposta a acabar com a guerra e a compreender com que meios tal pode ser realizado, e estou disposta a colocar-me ao serviço desta solução.”
Dezembro: “Existe o mundo que criámos, e o mundo que nos criou. Estes dois mundos           têm de se unir. Esse é o objectivo da viagem.”

The community of Chichihuistan is a group of committed 
international peaceworkers who are decided to create 
a living Peace model in Mexico. The group initially 
gathered around the care and accompaniment of 
children of the streets in Torreon in 2010, and are now 
reenforcing the communitarian project and putting into 
practice their vision for such a model in a new land in 
Chiapas. The model builds in cooperation with the 
existing indigenous culture and potential new members.
http://www.tamera.org/project-groups/global-
peace-work/global-campus/mexico/

The Global Campus consists of ‘base stations’ around the world, local peace initiatives with a regional outreach that are in the process of becoming holistic 
autonomous models. They are diverse ranging from a music production center for youth in a slum area to a peasant peace community in the midst of war.
The common learning of peace work, theoretical and practical, offers real alternatives to the current culture based on consumption, corruption and violence, and 
creates a profound sense of partnership and solidarity. As we develop as a global community we grow trust in our projects, in each other, and in the big process of 
transformation that is happening on our planet. Our common growth creates a perspective for change, and our united work expresses that change into a material 
reality. We begin to feel the world we wish to create. 
We encourage each individual and project around the world who want to study deeper the knowledge of Peace and contribute, to join the Terra Nova School: 
www.terra-nova-school.org 



To make a direct donation to the Global Campus: 
You may want to donate through PayPal account from 
your own currency: http://globalcampus.wix.com/
globalcampus#!donate/c1ghi
Please add the code-word of Global Campus in your 
donation operation.
To transfer your gift in Euros: 
In Portugal: Caixa Crédito Agrícola S. Teotónio
Account holder: Grace - Stiftung zur Humanisierung des 
Geldes
Account Number/NIB: 40217203565
IBAN: PT50004563324021720356511 BIC: CCCMPTPL   
 
To transfer your gift in CHF:
Raiffeisenbank Zürich
Account holder: Grace - Stiftung zur Humanisierung des 
Geldes, Zürich
Account Number: 92188.56
IBAN: CH6181487000009218856    BIC: RAIFCH22   
Clearing: 81487      The bank‘s PC account: 87-71996-7 
Donation receipts can only be issued to Swiss citizens. 
Please contact Cornelia Scheidl: 
Cornelia.Scheidl@tamera.org

May we find our contribution to this planet, 
becoming the paradise that it is meant to be. 
A place where trust reigns between all beings! 

Recommended Literature:

    Dieter Duhm
    The Sacred Matrix

  Sabine Lichtenfels
  GRACE
  Pilgrimage for a 
  Future without War

Layout: Laure Luciani
Photos: Tamera, 
Ludwig Schramm 
Simon du Vinage

The initial idea to create continuous 
educational gatherings was born during the 
Summer University at Tamera in 2006 around 
a table with guests from all over the world. 
From this, the Global Campus was founded by 
Sabine Lichtenfels, Dr. Dieter Duhm, Benjamin 
von Mendelssohn and Kate Bunney.

Vera Kleinhammes
Coordinator of the Global 
Campus
Tamera - Healing Biotope, 
Portugal/Germany

Siri Gunnarson 
Beyond Boundaries, School 
of Lost Borders, Ojai 
Foundation, Tamera, USA

Laure Luciani
Peace brigades International
Tamera - Healing Biotope, 
Portugal/France

Global Campus carriers:

To support the project or to read more about the Global 
Campus: http://www.tamera.org/project-groups/global-
peace-work/global-campus/ 
and reports that were written during last journey go to: 
http://globalcampus.wix.com/globalcampus

Contact: globalcampus@tamera.org

Sabine Lichtenfels
CO-FOUNDER OF TAMERA 
Peace Ambassador, 
Author, Theologian
PORTUGAL/GERMANY

BENJAMIN VON Mendelssohn
Leader of the Grace Foundation
Tamera - HEALING BIOTOPE,
PORTUGAL/GERMANY

May 2015 be a year where each of us is guided, every day and as deeply as 
possible, by the question: how can we best serve the HEALING OF THE WHOLE?

You can use this calendar as 
an engaged and beautiful gift 
in your networks, friends and 

relatives!


